JANUARY 27, 2015 - Social housing: Mike Baird has set the standard for the rest of Australia
ABC News
If Mike Baird can introduce a progressive social housing policy in New South Wales, why aren't we
seeing this sort of push from the Commonwealth and other state premiers?
JANUARY 25, 2015 - Housing costs in Australia second only to Hong Kong
ABC News
Surging house prices in Sydney and Melbourne have helped keep Australia near the top of an annual
list of the world's least affordable countries.

JANUARY 25, 2015 - Focus needs to be on helping tenants leave social housing: academic
Domain
The announcement of the “Future directions for social housing in NSW” strategy by the NSW
government, including a decision to privatise public housing, was a positive step forward for housing
policy in the state
JANUARY 14, 2015 - HESTA compares impact investing to early days of infrastructure.
Investment Magazine
HESTA believes the impact investing market is similar to the early days of the infrastructure sector,
and on this basis it has invested in social housing to help develop investable models.
JANUARY 13, 2015 - HESTA Invests in Queensland Social Housing
The Urban Developer
HESTA has made a $6.7 million investment in Horizon Housing, a community housing provider
operating in Queensland, which is focused on increasing the supply of social and affordable housing.

JANUARY 6, 2015 - NRAS ‘scam’: Victoria Police drop case as DSS takes over
The Australian
Victoria Police has quietly dropped a million-dollar fraud investigation into a Sydney developer who
allegedly scammed charities out of scores of $15,000 payments for social housing incentives that
proved useless.

SEPTEMBER 10, 2015 - Clean Energy Finance Corp invests $60m in Sydney social housing.
Financial Review
The Clean Energy Finance Corporation has made its first investment into the residential property
market, with a $60 million loan to fund affordable and social housing in Sydney

MAY 14, 2015 - NRAS Set to return to the market.
news.com.au
A MAJOR affordable housing initiative cancelled last year amid accusations of exploitation has been
recommended for a return to the market.
NOV 3, 2014 - Police examine National Rental Affordability Scheme ‘fraud’
The Australian
COMMONWEALTH auditors are expected to join police in probing allegations of fraud involving the
National Rental Affordability Scheme, over a case that has allegedly left charities and a developer
hundreds of thousands of dollars out of pocket.

